Create the Ultimate Relocation Packet with RPR

Using RPR maps for Drive Time Analysis

Use the customized search options on the map to perform a drive-time or distance search. Follow these simple steps:

1. First, conduct a preliminary search for properties in the geographic area you are looking for using the Search bar.

2. From the Map View, choose the Drive Time button from the Map Tools above the map.

3. Enter an address in the field that appears below the tool bar or click a location on the map, which drops a pin to form the center of the search.

4. The Drive Times analysis results displayed on the map, will give you a better understanding of the right neighborhoods for your client’s needs.

Note: You can also use the ZIP Code, School District, Elementary or Middle School attendance zone or Neighborhood Geographic Overlays to do your preliminary research.

View RPR Mapping Support Articles: http://rpr.me/rpr-maps

Create a Neighborhood Report

- Click the Search tab.
- Select “Neighborhood”
- Type the Zip code for the Neighborhood report
- Select Search
- Choose "Get A Report" from the right side of the page. You will arrive at the Reports
- Choose the specific elements you want to include or omit in the report, including the report cover page.
- Follow the steps on the Report generation page, agree to RPR Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and the Press the blue Get Report button

On Demand Video Learning

Are you looking for videos on this topic? We have created a lesson plan for "Creating the Perfect Relocation Packet with RPR." Watch it now: rpr.me/relo-report!